Open Answer
WNC has been great for me, and I can honestly say I have enjoyed my time despite little things that annoy me. The college is great and so is the education.
none
The class availability was my number one problem. I have to drive to Carson twice a week because the math 96 and English 101 class is scheduled at the same time.
I had some low marks for the admissions into classes questions. I originally tested into the English 101 class no problem. I went to enroll in the class and I could not because the college changed the entrance exam. I am very
busy with work, single dad, helping family so this was and is very frustrating. Since I was unable to enroll I have to hope I can squeeze in my two English requirements over Summer and Fall. I think the way this went down was
not right. Other than that the College has been Great!
Better than I expected. I really like it here from my classes fitting my schedule to the staff.
Most of my dissatisfaction the final semester revolves around a change in the attendance policy. I'm an older learner who commutes from Reno. They apparently made attendance required b/c they had young, irresponsible
students who didn't attend or study. I did study when I couldn't attend classes and my grades were high (3.5). This final semester I'm just hoping to pass and more importantly I'm not learning as much.
There should be more assistance and information on financial Assistance and scholarships. The financial assistance office is not very knowledgeable or helpful in a timely manner. The actual financial assistance counselors
should be more readily available instead of always having to talk to students who don't really know what they are talking about. The ladies in the registration office are rude and short with students in my experience. The best
part about the staff at W.N.C is Dr. Whitcomb who is very helpful in all aspects.
It seems to me that this institution spends way too much time and money on re-modeling and not enough on its academics, or academic advertisement. I would rather have well-paid happy teachers than a new round couch,
which doesn’t provide an effective study place to study. I have notice most student don’t use it because there isn’t any way to spread out and study. I don’t know where all the funding goes, but from what I observe it doesn’t
seem to go towards class rooms, degree programs, teaching staff, or the technical programs. I recently heard from an instructor that they are being forced to relocate to a new school because WNC failed to advertise one of it
degree programs. Now this program and instructor are being unfairly pushed out of a job. The Accelerated Automotive program barley has enough students to ensure the program for the following semester, so it’s always ifable. The school doesn’t even have enough instructors to hold class more than once a year, so I have been force to make my schedule to meet the needs of the school and not my needs. I live in Douglas, I have to work at 7am
in a different county; however, I have a night class every night until 9:30pm. It is very difficult to work around these night classes that I have no choice but to take, because I need them to attain my degree. Why don’t we
segregate the jump start students? I hear so many college students complain about the jump start program negatively effecting them. Being one of two college students in a class with 20 or so jump start students, the
information has to be set up to cater high school and not college.
I would like to see more for Deaf Studies. Also improvements with the counseling office.
love this campus, love the classes, I do, however; wish for more history and geology classes. Also, beautiful campus!
I have three children, I also travel 45 minutes to class. My teacher in my art class at 5:30 is sometimes not nice to me. I had pneumonia this year when I told her she told me. I told you their is no excuse for missing class. When
it snowed recently I emailed her asked her if class was cancelled her response was No why would it be cancelled. Whatever gave you that idea like I'm stupid. Some teacher's have their favorites if your not their favorite. They
treat you poorly. I receive financial aid. The Pell grant I asked financial aid. Where the second payment of my financial aid award is. I haven't received a response back. I had to drop one of my English classes with a [name
deleted] because she hated me. She called me a penguin on my first day. Then she would yell and get a chair put it in the middle of the room. Then she would complain to us for the whole period about people that didn't do
their assignments in time even if you did have yours. Which I always did have it. When I told her I had a friend kill herself this year. That I was upset and crying in her class about it. She smilled in my face. Also the class she is
teaching is English 99. So the reason why I'm in there is because I need to be taught again the tools to write Essays. She doesn't prepare you for the essay writting. So you write these essays all she does is fail you. Now I'm in
[name deleted] class English 99 now he cares. He is teaching me what I need to know in order to write a good essay. I haven't received an advisor. I have spoken to a counselor once. Financial aid isn't responding to me. I'm
taking psychology 101 with [name deleted] great teacher I think she is great. Overall great school just some of the teachers Don't care that you have a life. Don't care if your seriously ill. The parking lot could use more
parking. I'm always late because of parking. Also the lighting in the parking lot not the best. It's a little scary to a woman at 7:50pm. I hope the information provided helps. I'm not meaning to cause drama or problems for any
teachers. However felt you should know. Thanks for having me this year. [name deleted]
Younger, more naive students are nurtured. Older students and those returning for second career are not. Politically liberal students are well-tolerated and embraced. Politically conservative students are not, and are
targeted for a higher level of scrutiny.
Machine tool technology needs more funding.
my time spent here has been perhaps one of the most beneficial and enjoyable parts of my life, thank you!
The main problem I have is certain instructors politicizing their curriculum in a manner that marginalizes students and discourages true critical thinking.
It has been invaluable to me to have the option to attend classes on-line. You have a very easy to learn and valuable on-line learning environment and I encourage you to offer as many on-line classes as possible.
My class is in the Bristlecone building. It has a very old feel.Tables and chairs are old and uncomfortable.

This is my third semester at WNC and I was very satisfied with the previous semesters. However, this semester turned out a nightmare. I'm a full-time working, single parent and my disabled brother's caretaker. I was able to
take 3 classes every semester and balance my busy life but this semester I have a hard time keeping up with 3 classes. The reason being, the class workload is over the top this semester per class which makes it almost
impossible for me to maintain. Then there is also the fact that the due date time is so early in some classes which makes me sometimes miss the submission of an assignment which has never happened before. I take pride in
my studies and want to achieve my degree however this semester made me think twice. With the class overload, it makes it impossible to submit assignments and tests earlier online because there are other class deadlines to
be met. I feel that WNC became an institution for people who don't work and have nothing else going on in their lives because this semester made it clear that this is not a place for a single, working mom to get her degree.
Very disappointed! This is my only complaint. Hope this can change so that we all can get our degrees and not just the full-time students. Thank you.
The website is and has been for several years terrible. It is confusing and very difficult to navigate. It requires too much redundant entry of information. In general, it needs a complete rewrite and replacement. It presents too
much information without clear context to support the understanding of the text blocks. Less text density and a simpler navigation flow would improve the efficiency a lot.
na
I'm happy overall with my Experience here; however, I am displeased with how [name deleted] instructs his classes. He doesn't not do lecture and does not teach in class. We are paying money to be taught and helped, not
teach ourselves. Aside from him not teaching the class I enrolled in, my experience has been good here.
Graphics Communications classes, especially for the adobe portions, are very difficult as far as taking on line, because you need the hands on experience to get it. It is far more time consuming going in between practical
applications and the tutorials. We either need more tutoring hours available, have these classes taught on campus, or allow the students to retake the GRC 175,179,188, and GRC 275 online classes at a reduced rate because
you just don't get all the information within the time allowed,you still have to pay for it as if you had an available instructor or tutor but you don't and the tutoring hours have been cut back to zip! That's my only beef. Oh and
how come I've never been assigned an advisor? Just curious. Ok now I'm done.
The Deaf studies program has been amazing! I am extremely well cared for and Cindy Frank goes out of her way to support, tutor and prepare for jobs after school. I have no doubt that if I wanted to leave my current job and
find one in the Sign Language field, I would be able to do so with her help. I have never felt so connected and almost like I am in a family with the Deaf Studies program. I see the same people in most of my classes and they
become friends making it hard to miss a class instead of easy. All my other classes I was disappointed in.
I have had a good experience with this college, positive reinforcements from most of the staff and been encouraged to go on.
I wish there were more Summer classes! Also I wish that more classes were offered at the Douglas campus.

This college is exactly what I need for my career choice. I'm transferring to the UNR Anthropology department, and all the classes I need are offered. Professor Starratt is extremely knowlegable and has assisted me on my
path many times. I love this campus and the availability of all the resources that I need. My only true concerns are in the Financial Aid Department and the Advising Department. I am in my second year of attendance here and
just barely found out that my Spanish is a four semester course. Now I will have to attend even longer before being able to transfer. This is not a good thing for me as I am attending school around work and my family of five. I
have never been assigned an advisor, and when I asked to be I was told that's not how it's done at our school. The first advisor I had knew nothing about what I needed and even had me signed up for the wrong degree
program. He did not listen to me at all and rushed me out of his office. This Fall semester, I received a lady that wasn't knowledgable about my program, but went out of her way to get the information I needed as well as got
me back on track academically. Thankfully, I did not waste any credits, but I was basically taking classes blind. She was my saving grace and I really appreciated having her there. I would like to be able to have the choice of
permanently keeping her as my advisor. Financial Aid is a complete and total mess. My funds are extremely limited, and I budget every penny of my aid to the dollar. I have had to go into the office every semester that I have
taken classes and repeatedly ask them for assistance. One semester I got kicked out of my classes three times because I was not dispersed my funds when I was scheduled to. This was completely unacceptable because I had
applied months earlier and had already been approved. The students at the desk that are supposed to help are basically receptionists because they don't know anything and the ones that do aren't cleared to actually help
you. This isn't the first college that I have attended and it's very frustrating when I jump through all the hoops that I as a student must to get aid, and fell like I am being let down. There is nothing worse than not being able to
do my homework because I'm waiting on my funding to by my books and supplies.
So far I have loved this campus. I love the friendly staff, the students, and our professors. Maybe in the future you might want to look into student dorms for out of state students?
There should be more contests, either scholarships and/or grants that are rewarded. For example, making a new program that helps x type of people navigate through wnc's website or so forth.
Bring in different A & P instructors.
I have enjoyed my experience as a whole at WNC: the biggest area for improvement I would have liked to have seen is having an academic adviser. I don't have one and only became aware of their role recently. Perhaps,
assigning an adviser to each student and having them make contact could be a solution for this in the future.
There is a lack of available classes for non-traditional evening students. Example is communications class in carson campus. There is only one instructor with class early afternoon and this class is a requirement for some
degrees. Students with a full time job find it very difficult to enroll in this class, that is if there is availability. Being just one class/instructor it usually fills up really quick.
Work on making Fallon campus as cool as carsons! It, child care, gym, and what not. Love ya!
I believe a Solidworks Cam program would be helpful.
The question concerning my experience with the teachers was to broad as some of my teachers have been wonderful, while the others were so very bad.
WNC is a great facility to attend I really like all the instructors thus far they have all been really good with their curriculum.
The dirt parking lot near Reynolds building is ridiculously bumpy to the point where I'd rather walk from the cedar building parking lot than park there

Some of the student center staff have not been very polite or kind in dealing with students. One made a sexist and racist comment with a sarcastic attitude during the family activities part of the Halloween celebration where
they told a girl I know that her boyfriend couldn't come in until the family part was over and the dance started because "A white male standing around a bunch of little kids isn't suspicious at all." Also during the fall 2015
semester the remote in the game room broke and the staff automatically assumed the students who hang out in the game room must have broken it, so we weren't allowed to have it for the rest of the semester. This I feel
was unfair because sometimes remotes, along with other technological devices, simply break, yet they assumed one of the students in the game room must have broken it and then kept the remote from us for the rest of the
semester. There was also a student center staff member who when I gave him my ID to go into the game room, he didn't realize I gave it to him so he came around the corner shouting aggressively "(My name)you need to
give me your ID!" They have also this school year told my friends and I that we need to be quitter while in the game room, but the game room is for having fun and I believe it should be a place where students should be able
to make noise and not worry about it, as there are no classes around that we might disturb. One staff member said "well there are people in the student center studying," but here is the thing; if those students are studying in
the student center then I am going to guess that noise doesn't bother them because if it did they would study somewhere else such as the library or Bristlecone building, not in the student center where there is a ping pong
table 20 feet away from them. Also if they are bothered by the noise than I feel they should go somewhere else to study, such as the library, because the library is for studying the student center however is for having fun and
therefore is a place where noise will be made. At one point one of the employees told me that I need to be quiet and this was "my last and final warning." I'm guessing that means if I was too loud again I would be kicked out,
which greatly disturbed me as I all my life have had a problem with not being able to tell how loud my voice is, and after being told that I felt like I now had to be self conscious about how loud my voice is all the time or even
whisper all the time so as to make sure I didn't get kicked out.
I think its really poor how many hoops period there are to get into Wnc. Also, Classes that are need to get a degree are not offered in the evenings, making it hard to keep a full time enrollment to receive financial aid.
Additionally, to keep full time enrollment most are filling their schedules with classes that are not needed for their degrees. Making it hard to stay under the "excess credit" ponzi scheme. Over all, I would say that this is
probably the poorest run higher education facility's in the west. Its really poor how things are run on mostly tax funds and over priced tuition for such low educational standards.
??
In response to survey questions: -parking lot lighting is poor, I've often felt unsafe walking to my vehicle especially in the lower parking lot -the quality of instruction has been occasionally poor -the availability of courses is
limited, I have had to conform my academic goals according to what classes are being offered -financial aid is difficult and sometimes confusing, aid is not awarded in a timely manner, sometimes after the semester begins
and after textbooks are needed -the campus is not available on weekends and it has been an issue, I have had an instructor try to give an exam over the weekend but there was no building open to do this, we ended up having
to go to his personal business office off campus -the computer lab although nice, is not easily accessible since it is on the 3rd floor-no close parking -unless you have handicap license plates, parking is not close enough to
buildings for pregnant women or injured students. and there is not enough handicap parking close to buildings -it is extremely difficult to get in to meet with a counselor, they either aren't making appointments or the wait is
hours long -I have never known who my academic advisor is -some of the online classes are too difficult. Specifically the Accounting 201 class with [name deleted]- the exams do NOT reflect the material covered and the
exams are proctored so there is very little chance of doing well. I have expressed my concerns and personal issues with the material in this course to [name deleted] but received no advise or guidance to help me to pass this
class.
The biggest problem I have encountered, and I have heard complaints about from friends has to do with the financial aid and counseling departments. After my first three semesters, and having an appointment with a
counselor before each semester to decide on my classes, I found out only in my very last semester that my AP credits from High School had not transferred even though I had discussed those credits with each prior counselor.
Financial aid is good at eventually fixing problems, but typically will not inform you of any problems until the last moment and then it takes forever and being sent from person to person until things are able to be taken care
of. J.W. was a HUGE help in that department.
Bring the nursing program back to Fallon.
WNC is a great college. I get a lot of help from the Latino cohort, and the support I need.
Overall WNC is OK. Although it has aspiration to be a 4 year college, a lot more investment would need to be made in infrastructure and programs. It seems to serve the community well as a technical school and a feeder
school to Universities. I would like to see a price reduction for seniors
I have received great instruction from teachers that excel in their field. I'm quite grateful for that!
Teachers that openly hate on students that receive grants need not be employed here.No person is a radical, or outcast.Teachers need to be available to respond to students when there are questions, referencing a class as
well as in emergencies happen to the student. Also, more syllabuses should be looked at as now I'm in a class that shows week but not the work we are currently doing, it does show due dates, but nothing specifically. Oh and
I went to a college prep high school and am disappointed in the level of redundancy in some courses.O and in 911 it would've been nice to know that I'd be competing with 100 other people at each interview. It was pointless
to take the class.
I am very happy to have chosen this school. I've only encountered one professor I was indifferent towards, everyone is pretty friendly whether or not it takes a while for them to show that side, facilities are overall clean and
sophisticated, and WNC offers an enriching education for a more than affordable cost.
Most of my teachers have been excellent in providing me with their patience, and knowledge. I would definitely share my experience in this institution with friends and family.
Happy with WNC
I feel that there is a lack of resources and classes offered to rural students. I live in Fallon and commute for nursing school and wish the college would bring back the rural nursing program. Most students I know in Fallon will
end up commuting in order to complete their degree.
The campus is really nice, some of the teachers are really great as well. It is a pleasure to be going to school here.
I have overall enjoyed having the opportunity to attend this institution.

The only problems I have had with administration is with the business office. They can be rather rude. I don't think it is intentional. I also have had problems getting responses to emails in a few of my online classes. And one
on-line class I have not gotten any important grades back at all until last night and today. The general discussion thread has been locked all semester and there is no way to ask other students questions on two of my on-line
classes. One is more important than the other, but I asked one of the instructors to open up the discussion thread and she still has not done it. I'm not one to complain....but here I am doing it. Despite this I am still very
satisfied with the college and the online class programs. This is the first semester that the on-line classes have been rather frustrating.
ONLINE COURSES COULD BE A LITTLE MORE USER FRIENDLY. AND INSTRUCTORS SHOULD BE AVAILABLE TO MEET IN PERSON FOR HELP AND GUIDANCE. OR HAVE MORE MORE READILY AVAILABLE ASSISTANCE IN ALL AREAS
OF STUDY WITHIN THE ACADEMIC SKILLS CENTER. MATH, ENGLISH, SCIENCE, AND ASL SHOULD NOT BE THE ONLY SUBJECTS OFFERED, THEY ARE NOT THE ONLY COURSES STUDENTS NEED HELP WITH AND I THINK THERE
SHOULD BE MORE HELP IN ALL AREAS. IT IS DIFFICULT TO FIND HELP WITH SOME SUBJECTS, SUCH AS ACCOUNTING.
This school gives me a great experiences, also helping me a lot through it. I like how the people treats me good and such a respectful me as deaf person. I really appreciate being as a student at WNC! They are great college!
The availability of required degree classes is minimal, those that are looking to transfer and are currently employed off campus have difficulty finding classes that will fit within their schedules. We need to see more
commitment on behalf of the college to offer these classes at varied times or online so that those that cannot attend in the morning or during the daytime have access to these courses.
The only teachers that I did not enjoy taking from were [name deleted] and [name deleted].
more summer classes would be great.
This is a great school but some of the information is hard to find online. I am still looking for this years 1098-T in order to file my taxes. Other than that I would not want to attend at any other place.
Thanks
It has been interesting to take college-credit courses as a Junior in HS. Thus far, the teachers/professors have been pretty good and their instruction seems fairly reasonable. I would, however, like to see some more tutors, or
possibly just some bigger advertisement about their availability, for Math 127 & higher courses and Bio 223-224.
Great so far!
would like to have more evening classes offered
All in all great School. More job opportunities and scholarship offers
The only major complaint is the student loans. I can not order books until that comes in and every semester it comes in with classes starting in less than a week. Make money available sooner.
Financial aid needs more people and more training. I get 3 different answers from 3 different people. Maybe I'm slow, but I only apply for financial aid once a year. I forget some things. It would be awesome if the fin aid office
would notify students if something is wrong or missing, instead of saying, "I'm sure it's fine" when you call, and suddenly you've missed the deadline, you're scrambling to get it fixed and praying it's fixed before your classes
get dropped
I was happy with my progression through the BTECH program. I was able to develop a plan to push through the program in 2 1/2 years and received the AAS in Construction. There were many scheduling changes as I went
through the program and it all worked exactly to may plan. I was all over may plan progression though every step of the way. I had scheduling issues and semester plan changes due to classes that did not materialize due to
lack of enrollment. I stayed with it and it all worked out perfectly. I averaged 20+ credits each semester along with a full time summer semester. I feel really good about keeping to and completing such a plan. Thank You for
your support.
Would love to see more options for online courses, there are quite a few but it would be really nice to be able to attain a full associate's through online courses since a high amount of the demographic for community colleges
are parents and working people.
I was never assigned a Student advisor(counselor) and had to figure most things out by myself. I ended up haveing to take an entire extra year here at MY expense due to errors by the staff in admissions and the counciling
office, as well as the teaching staff of one course. This caused me to loose 7 certificates,again at my expense and loss of time. This has cost me an entire year at a time when I can least afford it. Although it was an expensive
mistake on the part of the college and staff I have made the best of it and used this extra time as a positive opportunity to further my growth. Other than that one complaint I must say that the INSTRUCTORS which I have had
the pleasure of dealing with have been outstanding ( with only one exception). I am contemplating the continuation of my education in large part to due to my experiances of the last 2 years.
I attend school in Yerington and it was not listed on the survey.
I only wish that I could get my graduates classes at WNC. I really appreciate the intimacy at WNC.
The campus is overall a very enjoyable place to attend. There are only a few things I personally think should need improving. First off I think there should be better lighting in the lower parking lot or the dirt lot parking. I also
believe that there should be a better place to wait when waiting for the JAC bus to arrive. The place provided now works, but not if its snowing, windy or raining. Not from personal experience but from hearing other people, I
believe there are some teachers that need to be more helpful towards the students. I've heard many stories of how some of the teachers here treat their students and I feel like a code of conduct should be addressed with
teachers. The final thing I believe should be worked on at WNC is that the cafe provides a decent variety of food, but it is extremely expensive for a college student. Between school, work and studying/homework I practically
live on the WNC Carson Campus. Vending machines and the bookstore only provide snacks and not meals that are nutritious. The one place we do have on campus ,which is the Roundabout cafe, charges $6 plus tax for a
salad alone. No drink, no extra side of something ,like chips or a granola bar. We are college students and most of us can't afford to pay $6 or more to get a hot meal on campus. Yes they do have a value menu but it isn't
really a value menu. Especially when just one hot dog alone is $3.95. Just a few things that I personally think need improving on campus. Thank you.
Considering people may have jobs or kids, this college's workload is little overboard. Assigning a lot of homework is not a way of teaching but instead a discouragement for students.
Food needs to be cheaper

About the teachers on line: some of them don't seem to care about the students and they ask the students huge amounts of homework under hard words, like, "if you don't do it well, and get a C don't bother in keep
studying, the course will be considered fail." But constantly. I consider that it is not necessary to be so negative and discouraging. if we, students choose to study in a College is because we care about our studies. On the other
hand, there are wonderful teachers, who know their students and encourage us to keep improving.
A noticeable amount of part time Professors are very inefficient in instructing classes. Should make their requirements higher or something.
If asked as I am to tell my exper, I would say WNC has a great deal of work to do, the rumors are all around including from staff that within five years the college will be closed. This is hard to except as a student. If a cert
program is offered at WNC then all classes should be avail, this is not true of WNC. Overall I only go to WNC because I made the decision to go back to school and I live here in Carson that's the only reason. Thank you for
listening
My only concern would be that some teachers take themselves far too seriously and hold themselves above their students because they have graduated with a doctorate or some other higher degree. I've had an instance
with one teacher who did not clarify that the class call her [name deleted] rather than "Mrs., Ms., Professor, Teacher, etc." I sent her an email once referring to her as "Professor [name deleted]," thinking it was far respectful
enough for a community college. She then sent me back a full paragraph saying how disrespectful it was and how I should have known better, when she never clarified in the first place. This happened to a few other students
in the class as well that I had talked to, I wasn't alone. She then continued to treat me as though I was on her 'bad side' and reluctantly accused me of having deceitful intentions in an separate instance of miscommunication,
when it was an honest mistake on my part. Her teaching style was absolutely wonderful, however, and from a learning standpoint, I would recommend her, as I learned a lot from her well-practiced style of teaching. However
I do agree that she should humble herself perhaps just a little and be a bit more understanding and open minded toward her students. Thank you.
I currently work full-time during the day and try to take most of my classes online. However, there are some classes (like art) that must be taken on campus. It would be very helpful for the college to have more night classes
available for people like me. It would also be great if more classes were available to be taken online for people who cannot commute to one of the WNC locations.
Really irritating you guys repeatedly sent out this stupid survey until I accomplished it. That's a great way for you to excel on a survey. Great job WNC with the stupid surveys!!!
I am in beginning level classes, and they move too fast sometimes, or the teacher have unrealistic expectations. I am currently in eng 99 and have taken up to 102 in the past, which I passed with a b. I will probably get a c in
99, now please tell me how this makes sense.
I have heard from many students that the nursing program at WNC is preferred over those of the colleges in Reno. I am particularly pleased with the programs involving the state employment agency, one of which is helping
me get into the CNA course over the summer.
I am currently enrolled in the RE 101 class that is face to face. I plan on taking the RE 103 class as well, but would also like to have this class Face to Face. As of right now I have been told that it is on line for next semester and
that saddens me. I specifically chose WNC over other facilities as this class was face to face rather than on line. I would really like to have the RE 103 class next semester to be face to face as well.
I had one instance where an older female in the tutoring lad was a complete A-hole and treated me like I was dirt (haven't seen her since). Other than that this place is excellent.
I enjoy WNC very much, a very fine Institute and a wonderful staff!!
The counseling has often created more confusion than clarity for me. Additionally the few times I have made an appointment I was seen late. Once over an hour late! That was very difficult for me as I a have a toddler and an
infant. I wish the counseling staff was able to give me some clear direction on what to take each semester in order to earn my degree as quickly as possible. Rather than a stack of papers and options and no clear direction.
Over all, faculty and staff have been more than helpful when I have questions.
Enrollment was not easier as I thought it would have been, but once enrolled at WNC it was fairly easy to enroll into classes and pay my bill. The online courses are nicely set up.
I hold two Associate degrees from WNC and a Bachelor's degree from UNR.
Pleased with campus
My experience is limited at this college, but I find my class not very effective. Tests do not reflect homework and there is almost no feedback.
I have enjoyed my time at the college.
have students more involved in programs to have a better college experience.
It would help if information for nursing program was up to date and all counselors gave the same information.
My work load home load and school load are balanced with taking classes here. I just wish the office was not so crowded and the staff were more knowledgable as to what they are doing and not students who have to go
through someone else. I always get the run around even for a simple request like changing my password. It's ridiculous and I tend to avoid the office at all costs.
I am very impressed with my piano instructor. Just what I was looking for.
This college seems to spend money on unimportant things while tuition and book costs go up. Instead of spending the money on finding a way to get costs down or the quality of the education up.
The Carson campus of Western Nevada College is always beautifully maintained, very clean and welcoming, with numerous study areas available throughout the campus. It is an enjoyable place to pursue my educational
goals. The staff is very helpful and caring towards students, and interactions are generally pleasant. The teaching staff are competent in their individual fields and seem to greatly enjoy sharing their knowledge with their
students. If I had one complaint or idea for improvement, it would be that some professors neglect to provide an easy way for students to view their progress throughout the semester. Though the Canvas site is available,
some professors do not use it, and this leaves many students without a convenient way to access their grades, or to view areas where they can improve in their studies. many of these professors post grades at the very end of
the semester, but by then, if a student is not doing well it is too late to do anything about it. Students can ask their professors personally for knowledge concerning their progress, but this is more time-consuming and far less
convenient because they cannot access their professors at all times as they can with the Canvas website.

I would like to see the ECE degree come back here so I don't have to transfer out to get it. Bring back all the classes as well.
Overall i am pretty happy with this school but i do feel like a requirement to meet with a counselor at least once a year should be required so you know you are on the right track. I am aware you can meet with them
whenever you need but i loose track of time sometimes with everything in life if i was required to see them i think it would make me feel like i was on track and the school is more involved with my success. Also i am not
satisfied with the most of the staff in the financial aid department. This semester was extremely stressful. Every time i called i got a different answer, that was usually wrong. Finally after i spoke with the head of the
department i felt taken care of and like i was finally given correct answers. This is very discouraging being that i depend on financial aid to help me through school.
Slow in replacing Facility assistant. Auto classes in Fallon have a great instructor, lack proper tools resulting in limited applied skills being taught.
Maintaining the machines ie. Lathes, milling machines, tools, and supplies would be more helpful.
I have been given a great opportunity, as a Student Veteran / Nontraditional Student, to enjoy my undergraduate college career on a positive, well managed, and highly veteran friendly community college campus. Beyond
the core of highly dedicated staff, I have been welcomed as a Work-Study in the Veteran Resource Ctr. Having the privilege to be a work-study allows me to give back to WNC and the student body for the academic & career
support I received to this point and beyond. More veterans should learn about Western Nevada College(WNC)in order to achieve their highest quality of academic success. //NKJ//
Good stuff, as stated before the experience has been less pain inducing than expected. However we are talking about my second semester here.
Generally I am pleased with my experience in this college. One thing I might change is that I might make a requirement for personnel on campus to be careful with their language, abstaining from profanity and the like. Other
than that I have no complaints.
I have over all enjoyed going back to school! I was so proud when I received a letter stating I had made the Dean's list last semester. This was unexpected and I have placed it on my refrigerator, next to my son's
accomplishments! I like the fact that I got recognized by WNC and was able to show my family the letter! Thank you for helping me with my educational goals!
Advising need to be up to date in regards to pre-nursing classes and application process. Anyone can look it up on computer, but talking to an advisor, one on one would be beneficial and peace of mind.
Revise the website setup. It is difficult to negotiate and I have had to negotiate a great deal of them in my life.
The book store is always helpful, even though the prices may be higher than online, I prefer to go in there because they can always help me find what I need. I love the small campus, makes it easier to get around. I also
appreciate the small class sizes, it helps me to focus better. The three payment plan is helpful because I can spread it over the course of 6 paychecks. I wish WNC had accessible scholarships that were easy to apply for. I do
get a lot of support from the staff considering I am taking 19 credits.
The campus is generally great, but it's dirty. The bathrooms in the Cedar building are especially lacking. Quite frequently there are no paper towels, and just a general grime. The campus grounds are great! Teachers are great!
Can almost always find someone "in the know" who can help.
I will be 60 when I graduate in May with my Associate Degree. I When back to school in 2011 after loosing my job. I worked 33 years cooking in restaurants. After being diagnosed with Osteoarthritis. I contacted disability and
they were a great help. I want to thank all the people who encouraged me to finish my Associates Degree. I got my Certificate last May and I am looking forward to walking up on the stage again and receiving my Associates
Degree. Also I want to that WNC for all there services that help the disabled. Thank you!
Thank you!!
Please offer higher level Math and Physics during the evening. Also, make the empty lot by the baseball field a parking lot.
Some of these questions don't apply because I'm a jump start student, but you still required an answer. Please be aware of this since it may effect your results of the survey. One thing I would like is an advisor that is a little
more helpful and caring to EVERY student. I know I'm not at the bottom of the class, and therefore not her main focus, but it's still important for her to try and help the better students as well when needed.
The nursing program is too competitive. I have been a CNA for four years and aspire to become an RN. Working full time and attending college makes it difficult to achieve a 4.0 to get accepted. I have heard by many people
WNC is the best program and I love the campus. Hoping to get in this year even though I have As and Bs.
I work full time and I am helping to raise my nephew. I don't have time to write a three page paper every week, like I'm supposed to do for English.
The counselors are not good at all, you definitely need to do something about it. They are very unhelpful and I have only been to them once for the only reason that I needed them to allow me to go into a higher math class
and I don't plan on going back because they were unhelpful
I am a second year JumpStart student and I am very satisfied with the instructors and their helpfulness. They encourage coming to office hours and/or tutoring and are very approachable. As a junior in high school (first year
JumpStart), the instructors were very helpful and understanding in me adjusting to the college setting and classes.
I didn't know there were so many options for criminal justice degrees....
Good institución, have everithing expectatives.
Overall, I am very pleased with my experience here at Western Nevada College and would encourage anyone to attend.
Although, due to my age, sports didn't play a roll in my attending this college, I very much enjoy the collegiate sports currently at the college and feel that there will be missed opportunities for athletes when the programs are
dismantled at the end of this season which will cause them to seek other colleges that will provide the opportunity to learn and play a sport they love. It is a shame to see very good programs that encourage and even demand
academic excellence go by the wayside. For some, it is a symbol of pride in our community to have such quality athletics at WNC.
Great program!
I have ungraded English essays from over a month ago. How am I suppose to improve my writing if I'm getting no feedback from professor?

When it comes to financial aid, I usually get the run around or I hear nothing at all. Ive found that I, as a sole individual, must take charge of knowing what I'm doing when it comes to signing up for courses and getting
financial aid. Seems like no one actually knows what they're doing.
I just wish that there was better, or more, teacher's aides because Dave Fulton is AWESOME, but he seems to always be unavailable for help when I need it which is causing me to fall behind.
Require teachers to grade faster and provide feedback weekly.
I really love all the instructors that I have had. They all care about your life situations.
Please fill holes in dirt lot!
Needs more clubs. Need the students to get more engaged and actually using the campus in their spare time
I would like for the Douglas Campus to offer more classes.
I would love to see the upper level parking lots paved to be used efficiently for students. The parking situation is my biggest concern. During winter the snow should be plowed in the parking lot.
The demographic questions #4 and 5 are incorrect as I am enrolled in day, night, and weekend classes in excess of full time. As far as my feelings toward the institution are concerned-- honesty goes a long way. While satisfied
with my education to a point, I would discourage anyone from enrolling at WNC due to the blatant lies I was fed about the CTE program before enrollment. Having already enrolled with false information, it was too late to
alter my plan. While I'm sure WNC's programs are exactly what some people are looking for-- they were not what I needed. However, I suppose the situation is mostly my fault for assuming the institution existed to help me in
my quest for education, and not exclusively for financial gains.
the college could use more variety in the spring courses
I'm in the Jump Start program at Fernley High School, but I put Fallon in because that is the closest campus to me.
Bachelor's Degree in different careers would be very beneficial.
The financial Aid office staff is extremely unhelpful and lacks knowledge on basic procedures.
I need to take exams and they are after work. The proctor is only open until 7 and I don't get off until 5. I am required to either request time off, or not finish my exam! I am taking an online class because I am too busy at
work! This needs to be changed! Perhaps a weekend time for exams
Since we are located in a mountainous region, I do have some concerns about the level of ice that accumulates after a particularly snowy evening/early morning. My experience has only been limited in these occasions to the
main parking lot, however my concern is for all the students. It can be quite hazardous. Does the school plow these parking lots in the morning or spread any sand? I've seen some very close calls between students and cars.
Good survey and good school. Teachers are very dedicated and it helps the learning environment.
There is Improvement in the selection of the teaching staff of the BTech program.
One important thing I think needs to be addressed would be the availability of advisors in the evening. I go to school directly after work at 4pm. In order for me to meet with an advisor I would need to miss class since they are
only available until 5 pm. Another important matter is making financial aide clearer to understand. I can never understand what I need to do but I can never make a meeting with a financial aide person without missing class.
Lastly, making the parking lot feel more safe at night is extremely important. Getting out at 10pm it is very sketchy walking out to my car at night.
Invest in a full time coffee bar.
I am in the Jump Start program with WNC and I'd just like to say how overall impressed I've been. Professors are readily available and eager to help, classes are challenging, and I'm treated like an adult, with responsibilities I
didn't have in high school. I'm very impressed with the Jump Start program.
I've had a decent experience, so far. My only gripe, is that the financial aid department gave me the run around as far as my FAFSA, and getting my financial aid in a timely manner, so I am struggling a little to catch up. Other
than that, I enjoy being a student at WNC
I wish there were more baccalaureate degrees at this institution, would rather not navigate the minefield that it is to transfer from here to UNR. Otherwise, I love this campus.
Great Facility, Joseph, Knowledgable Outstanding Instructor in every way!!
I think this school needs more kind and educated counselors. I have been at wnc for almost six years because ive been misguided for multiple years by bad counselors. Thankfully Im in Nursing and almost done! Wnc is an
awesome place besides that
I am a part time student enrolled in two classes, English 101 taught at the Douglas campus and Geology 100-1003 Earthquakes and Volcanoes at the Carson campus. Over all I would consider my experience at WNC good
except the Geology 100-1003 Earthquakes and Volcanoes course. I am very frustrated with the Geology Instructor and the overall flow and presentation of the course. The course presentation is in a one week delay, meaning,
the Instructor is presenting the material on the specific chapter course we had been tested on. Also, all course quizzes are done through canvas. Out of the five (5) weekly chapter quizzes that we were to complete prior to
12:00 pm on the day of that specific chapter course, only one (1) was ready and available at 10:30 PM of the day of the previous week’s course as the Instructor had said. Another one of those five was only available one day
prior to the day of the course. When we, the students in the course, confronted the Instructor about the irregularities in the quizzes and them not being available, I had a feeling from the teacher that- the quizzes are available
when they’re available and it’s up to us/me to check and take them then. As you could imagine, for a part time student that has a full time job, time scheduling is a very important in the success of my college experience. I will
be sending a formal letter the WNC Administration at the end of this semester. On the other hand, English 101 taught at the Douglas campus, Fantastic! I have a feeling that these comments will not be read, but it sure helps
my anxiety regarding the Geology Instructor. Thank you!
The parking lots feels scary at night.
WNC is pretty great! :)

I am enrolled currently in the real estate 101 and 103. I would like to see the college bring back the property management course. I would like to add this to my real estate liscence. I know they offer classes in Reno but I was
hoping I would not have to travel that far. My teacher is more than willing to provide the time for this class. Thank you
Some of the options in the Noel-Levitz survey did not apply to me since I attend all of my Western Nevada College registered classes in my high school as part of the Jumpstart organization.
Let's make it Easier to leave the parking lot.
I am finishing up my last semester here and I was very surprised to find how easy it was to navigate the college landscape as a 40 year old who hasn't been to school in years. I found a job in my field already and I haven't
graduated yet! Thank you for making the experience easy to participate in. Jayna Conkly went above and beyond to help me reach my goal and because of her I would recommend your institution to anybody looking to
further their education.
It seems to me there are a lot of unused class rooms. I would like to see the school offer more courses that relate directly to job placement in this local area. I got my 2 year degree here, then went to UNR for my Bachelor's.
Now I'm back to get my real estate license.
Good Job!
I would like to be able to take Spanish 211 as a night class.
I am a Dual-Credit High School student and I thoroughly enjoy taking classes at WNC over my High School.
Our class syllabus says you can only miss 4 classes. I have seen a student miss more than 7 classes and she is still in the program. She comes in late, disrupts the class and won't stop talking. I have given the instructor two
written complaints about this student and she is still in the class. Other students have complained as well. She disrupts our learning and it's unfair. She doesn't do the class work or the homework and the class always has to
stop what we are doing and explain everything to [name deleted], again. We need more ASL tutoring!!! Please!!!
Please be more understanding when a student has to miss classes for dr appointments
I feel as though the staff knows little to nothing about the transfer requirements for out of state and I have never been given an opportunity or information on an academic advisor.
Off-campus Jump Start students may not be applicable for a large majority of this survey.
Great experience,I learned and enjoyed what it means to be full time coolege student at the age of 58.
The faculty and staff are amazing here. I am always encouraged and guided in the direction of success. It is a privilege to be able to attend here.
I have an excellent instructor, Kathey Brusseau, and the faculty has always been so helpful. I absolutely love Western Nevada College. The only downfall here is that there aren't enough real estate classes here to take, like
Property Management. :(
The accounting classes 203 and 204 I would never recommend or take again! A lot of busy work that is not helpful in learning, just time consuming and tedious. Tests are rediculously long 9 hours or more. Time consuming
and tedious for a 200 level class. DEFINITELY would not recommend - they are more 3rd and 4th classes--worst class.
I love going to school at the WNC campus in Carson. I've been going for four years and it has been great.
While I enjoy this institution I believe most of the Faculty members are going through their job like it is a routine rather than a new environment every day, as it is with the students. I believe educating your instructors in the
value of approaching a class as a student might, with no prior knowledge and no basic understandings, would help satisfaction, especially among the students that have questions but are afraid to ask. Many students coming
out of high school still have trouble adjusting to this concept of being a full-functioning adult with their own voice. The students should not feel pressured to keep their mouths closed when they have a question, just because
the teacher had explained it three other ways. Also, I have noticed that some teachers face the board more than their students, I would like to see a change. I know that while instructing they have to pay attention to what
they are writing, however I believe a good balance could be reached if it is worked on. Thank-you for your time in reading this, and I hope that my commentary wasn't offensive, I really do enjoy this campus.
Yeah I love you
As a disabled Vietnam Veteran, I suffer more than my share of illnesses. Most of my Instructors have let me turn in work late when I let them know I have a surgery or major medical issue. I can especially thank Dr. Angela
Sawyer who works with me and actually sends me little thoughtful motivational emails.
I have worked really hard to choose good teachers, but a lot of WNC's teachers have poor reputations and their classes are difficult for students to do well in. Not necessarily because the course work is hard, but because the
teacher is uncaring and has unrealistic expectations. I have also attended classes at TMCC and proportionally their good teachers out weigh the bad. WNC is the other way around, their bad teachers outweigh the good. At
least in the areas that I have take courses in.
I was informed that the school does not verify residency on applications. As a taxpayer, I am concerned that some applicants might falsely claim in-state residency in order to pay the lower tuition rates. Residency records are
readily available to credit agencies etc and should be checked by the school.
If you did not have the faculty to share parking with the students who get here way before everyone and take up student parking it would be better. In order to get a decent parking space, you have to be here 3 or more
hours before your course starts and that is very inconvenient. Would be nice to have a designated smokers area away from the area where the students go walking into the building exposing them to second hand smoke by
cedar building.
More funding for the Veteran resource center and academic skills center
I am very unsatisfied with "Intro to information" computer class... They spend way to much time on discusion of topical subjects and not enough time with hands on help, doing the assignments, and learning how to do Sam.
They did not stress nearly enough that you absolutely need to have Microsofts office 2013 version to compleat this course, and the information to obtain the program was often contradictory... Hardly anyone knows how to
access SAM and download homework...It is very touchy, and particular, and I caused myself to literally vomit, and almost have a nervous breakdown, after the fourth time I did the homework, and I could not send it. The
teachers were rarely availible for after school assistance. [name deleted] is an Arrrogant snot that made me feel stupid for not getting it. I dropped his class to audit as I finally could not take the indifference to my struggles...I
was and am very very unhappy with this class, and the way its formated.I'm very angry. I'm not to happy with the admissions office recomendation that after dropping Spanish, because I thought it would be too time
consuming: that I take this class because its easy. This class is the farthest from easy as you can be. All my other classes are a joy, and easy

It would be wonderful if ALL of the courses were offered online. I am the mother of 4 special needs children, and I am not comfortable leaving them in the care of others, one of the biggest draws for me of WNC was the
availability of online courses.
I have had some issues leaving the campus in the evening during the colder months. There isn't very good lighting along all the walkways and outside steps. Ice has been left on the sidewalks and in the evenings this can be
extremely dangerous. I've slipped on ice several times, I've had to cling to railings going down steps from the buildings to get to the parking lot to prevent myself from falling down the icy steps. I wanted to make a complaint
but I did not know where to file a complaint. I looked at the WNC website to see where to go to make a complaint, but did not find any information. If we had more lighting along all the walkways we can see the ice better. If
the campus could make better attempts to remove ice from walkways this would help improve safety issues. If we could find information on the school website on where to go to make a complaint then communication would
improve and issues can be seen to and resolved in a timely fashion.
I do not want to put specifics here until after the semester
This one really good school,much better then I thought it was going to be.
WNC is a wonderful college with easy access. The office and counseling staff were most helpful getting me set-up for my first semester on the Fallon Campus. The course I'm taking has been very informative, and I've learned
quite a bit thus far. The students are very friendly also. Everyone makes you feel right at home.

Western Nevada College is perhaps the most backwards school I've gone to. The head of The ASWN [name deleted] handles herself in an extremely unprofessional manner, talking down to students, gives run around
answers... etc. The Financial aid employees constantly seem as though they don't want to be working there, the Lifted Cafe that used to be in the Aspen Building had a multitude of health code violations and their customer
service was abysmal. The Fall semester of 2015, I was thrown out of campus because someone made erroneous accusations which related to Title IX. Because of that, I was thrown out of campus for a whole month, I was
forced to fail my classes and when it was discovered that the accusations were baseless in nature, I wasn't compensated, I didn't have my failing grades taken care of, I didn't even get an apology. After this whole situation,
the administration acted as if nothing happened at all. Bear in mind the entire time I was dealing with this process, I was extremely depressed and anxious. It had gotten to the point where I had to excuse my self from doing
my job because I was in tears in my break room at my job. Even talking/typing about the subject makes me extremely livid. The instructors here however are extremely welcoming, understanding and helpful, but the way the
college handles their policies is extremely disgraceful and personally, I feel as though those policy makers, and these members of faculty should loose their jobs, and tenure. I'm taking one class this semester and every time I
show up to the college, I just have this feeling of dread on my shoulders. Western Nevada College is perhaps one of the last places I'd want to be, and it's garbage that I'm still giving these clowns my hard earned money.
I really enjoy the experience but do wish there were more online classes available to my degree. Very few of the required classes give this option and I would like to see that expanded. I also would like to see a Bachelors
offered in the Computer Sciences department.
I graduated with my AAS in Graphic Communication from WNC and am finishing my BFA (fine arts)this semester at UNR and have used WNC for transferable classes to finish this degree. Thank you !
There are a lot of classes I have to take at this school that do not follow my degree path but I still am required to take these elective classes without option. I'm spending a lot of money on classes that will not help me in my
career later on and classes I am not interested in.
On the side we seem to have an overly priced cafeteria with limited choices that aren't really that good and is pretty darn expensive to what we can find locally and the times are really poor compared to last company you
people ran through. The campus is nice. I signed up Fall Semester to join some sort of club on campus but to this day I never received an Email after all this time like it's pretty much a dead program. Why are we on contracts
with vendors, Cafeteria, book store, and what have you? The instructors I run into are all very nice and most willing to help you. The part time instructors I have seen are pretty much at least in my math class when their office
times show are no where to be found till class is almost starting. Seems part time instructors have to find some place to really stay and are having to ask to share a place with a full time instructor. Seems things could be a little
more accommodating for them so they are around more and I hope be in their offices at times they designate. Math instructor isn't very good at being around. Machine shop instructors aren't a problem. Sorry for
complaining. I do like the campus and many of the staff and my fellow students here.
Great school! Excellent teacher!
The girl's bathroom stalls in the library bathroom are poorly lit and have been for years. The non-handicapped stall is totally dark. If you use the handicapped stall, a girl in a wheelchair rolls in & tells you to get out or she'll
pee her pants. If you use the small stall (or the big stall) you can't get out & you smash your hand on the latch trying to force it open. Your best bet is to use the small stall, don't lock the door & complain to everyone walking
in about the poor lighting so they don't bonk you in the head with the door. Good luck! Did I say this has been going on for years?..at least 4.
At this time I am an online student only.
Please continue offering evening classes. Consider expanding office hours for admissions/registrar to accommodate students who work full-time, at least for a few weeks at the beginning of the semester. Thanks for providing
a great place to learn!
I attend Conversational Spanish in Fernley. I'm disappointed with the fact that we have very few options for classes of any kind in my town. Also I'm a Senior and used to pay a discounted price for my class now pay full price
as a regular student. I'd take more classes and could afford more if the price was at least discounted to say 1/2 the cost. Fernley people want to learn and get degrees, not just the young who probably work in the institution
campus areas. Please offer more! Even if just local interest classes. I'm sure you will make money on the participation here. We are a growing community!!! And learning close to home allows students to take care of growing
families and improve themselves at the same time. Traveling to campuses far away is a burden for young learners and too expensive for retirees.
Bathrooms are not kept clean and full of supplies. Major temperatures differences in classrooms within the same building and unable to individually control within each room. No academic advisor or counselor concerned I
was making correct class choices.

I don't feel safe on campus. My teachers have been repeatedly informed of students inappropriately touching and verbally/emotionally harassing other students and clearly are in favor of the students doing the abusing. They
don't give a shit. If I wasn't living off my financial aid, I would drop out completely. The Deaf Studies degree program is broken as hell. All the teachers have favorites and if you aren't one of them, you get no attention at all.
Also, all your staff in the Student Center and Admissions, Financial Aid, they're all useless, and when I brought this up with the head of the financial aid office, he told me I was stupid. So, way to go, I tell everyone who asks me
to not go to your school. You're awful, you should feel bad, and if I could take back the last four years of my life I would spend it going to a real school instead of this glorified cesspool of never-ending disappointment.
I have encountered some instructors that have been teaching the same material over and over and don't bother to update their lessons. Some instructors teach to the book and put no effort into the lessons. I might have as
well taken an on line class. One instructor had no idea what he was teaching and when questioned about the material would tell us he didn't know the answer or how to work out the problem.
I would like to see more classes offered on the Douglas Campus.
I would like to have more information available for grants or scholarships. With only 1 income it would be nice to find some financial aid to further my education without it digging so deep into my wallet!
Please add EMT programs I am highly interested in becoming a Paramedic
There is a serious need for better lighting and extensive security patrol in the darker hours in the dirt parking lots on the upper levels. Also, PLEASE PLEASE PLEASE fill the giant pot holes in the Reynolds dirt parking lot.
My Teacher is great And i learned a lot.
I really enjoy my time here at Western Nevada College.
My experience at WNC has been great! I enjoy attending class everyday!
I have had to Drop a class and because of circumstances I dropped late, because my online teacher did not respond to my need in the week it was presented and never understood and seemed not to care about me as a
student. I struggled with what I was doing and he always(I thought) was not giving my best effort when he never took time to hear my concerns or my troubles, which had to do with the down load of the subject not much
else. He had NO OFFICE HOURS and got mad when I e-mailed him because he never or barely responded unless I did. I feel cheated and mistreated. I will now lose my money and any the certificate I was attempting to work
for, to gain employment. All my other experiences have been good and I have generally enjoyed my experiences.
I have a BS in Civil Engineering from UNR. I'm taking a math class, for audit, to better understand and be able to help my children in their math classes.
When offering classes on campus like English 101 or math for example, provide variety of either times or days. Out of 3 classes that I had to take, I could only choose ONE because all of them were on the same day and the
same time.
You should offer more EMS classes in Fallon and Carson then just the basic course
I love this school I attended UNR last semester and still needed more math and WNC was excepting of me returning. I was able to change me Associate of Arts to that of General Studies and take the Business math. This will
be critical to my success in the future. Thank You WNC
The website needs work, it's hard to find the online canvas and the search engine is terrible.
don't ask me for my gender, that's a sore subject for me and if you want my GPA then you need to have it on my student center, it's not there because i'm just back to this school. There aren't many student clubs there, oo
the American spanish language club...no thank you, the geo club, no thank you i have enough rocks in my head as is. i'm not a sports person anymore because of health. And my history teacher needs to be replaced. If he
taught the past history and brought if forward fine, i'd get it, but he doesn't he takes today's stuff and tries to match it to past events...that's confusing going backwards like that and i'm not the only one in the class thinking
that. Hist 111 Surv of Am const hist.
1. Please offer the full range of Biology courses during the evening hours at the Carson campus. 2. Need more parking behind the Aspen Bldg. 3. Need parking lots developed by and around the Cedar Bldg. 4. Cedar HVAC
needs improvement, the classrooms are way too warm, even in February.
Iam a cancer patient with ongoing medical issues. I am currently on academic probation. It was necessary to file an appeal for funding. I was treated extremely fair.So much so that it has invigorated my desire to sucseed .
Furthermore the chances of me remaining healthy are inhanced by the gym. The fact that the library is in such close proximity it furthers My chances for success.
I love this school. I feel very comfortable here, and I am learning more than I ever thought possible at my age! I can't speak highly enough of Western Nevada College, and my experiences here. I am thoroughly enjoying
myself, while challenging myself at the same time.
the ccw policies of thos campus is garbage. Meaning, if someone has down all the training to have a ccw they should be allowed to carry, at least in their vehicles. Its even more garbage that if there is an event we want to
attend that is off campus, im still not allow to carry even though its not on campus. This makes it very hard and irritating for those of us that have ccw's and/or if the person has great experience with firearms.
Please work on making this a better campus. I would like to see my daughter attend at WNC in the future. First and foremost fix the old outdated Tutoring center please more space needed.
The online courses do not give the student the advantage of talking about the subject. It is a disconnected and sterile. Face to face instruction is preferable to understanding the concepts of the material. It foster student
interaction. You can pass but not fully understand the material. No matter how wonderful the instructor you don't get the benefit of their experiences and helpful clues to the material. Please offer classes for vocational
careers to citizens that are looking to help the community, health services, real estate. etc.
I never once met with an academic counselor. When I attended the Fallon campus that academic counselor was very hard to get an appointment with. When I transferred to the Carson city campus I didn't even try. I don't
feel like they are available to the students.
Please do not get rid of athletics!!! It is what makes WNC such a great school, is great for the community, and draws great student athletes.
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